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Overview

● Task
○ Text classification with extremely weak supervision, i.e.,only 

relying on the surface text of class names.

● Key insights
○ ideal document representations should lead to very close results 

between clustering and the desired classification
■ i.e., doc embeddings should reflect class info in clustering



Overview - three modules



M1: Class-oriented Document Representation

● Class Representation Estimation
○ Weighted average representation based on a 

ranked list of keywords
○ Incrementally add new keywords to list by 

ranking similarities of out-of-list words
■ Top-ranked keywords are expected to have more similar static 

representations to the class representation

○ Stop condition
■ New class rep. Changed the current list OR reach max T

● Document  Representation Estimation
○ 4 ways to compute attention weight

■ 2 token rep. + 2 attention mechanisms

○ A unified list of geometric mean of the 4 ranks
■ Assign a weight of 1/r to a token ranked at r-th position
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M2: Document-Class Alignment & M3: Text Classifier Train

● M2: Document-Class Alignment
○ each document is assigned to its nearest class
○ Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) clustering

● M3: Text Classifier Training
○ select most confident samples to train a text classifier (BERT) using the pseudo labels
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